
MDF Logistik, Consulting und Immobilien GmbH, Parsdorfer Weg 6, 85551 Kirchheim  

Reply to: info@mdf-group.com or fax 089/921047741

CUSTOMS POWER OF ATTORNEY
for the creation of AES export declarations

in direct representation

Company name

Street, house number:

Country, Zip code, city:

Contact Person:

Phone number:               E-Mail: 

VAT / Ust.-ID-Nr:                      EORI-Nr./  
          branch office-Nr.: 

Until revoked in writing we hereby instruct and authorize MDF Logistik, Consulting und Immobilien GmbH, 
Parsdorfer Weg 6, 85551 Kirchheim to represent us in our Name and under accounting for our outgoing export
releases, customs clearances and the issuance of Customs Clearances. It is to serve as a legally binding 
document, which upon its signature, serves as an authorization to provide all required customs handling.

We acknowledge and confirm: 

1. We are the owner/exporter/seller of the declared goods (*)               

2. Unless otherwise specified, the goods are of EU origin (*)

3. We are a legitimate exporter. Our valid authorization No. is:  

4. We are a licensed exporter. Our valid authorization No. is:      

5. We possess an authorization by the Federal Statistical Office for a simplified declaration for exports.             
Our authorization No./business reference is: 

6. Goods to be declared are not dual-use goods or are not subject to the export license requirement; otherwise
we will inform our in good time in advance Authorized representative and forward the originals of the required 
permits to our in good time authorized person.

7. Liability of the Foreign Trade Legislation is subject to our responsibility. Prohibitions and limitations as well 
as special export limitations are observed and respected. They will continue to be checked and adhered to 
before any order is placed.

8. We resume the responsibility for the completeness and the integrity of the entire set of documents and 

declarations presented which are necessary for the execution of the order.

___________________________________

Ort, Datum Firmenstempel / Rechtsverbindliche Unterschrift

(*) Delete as appropriate Name des Unterzeichners in Blockbuchstaben 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MDF Logistik, Consulting und Immobilien GmbH, Parsdorfer Weg 6, D-85551 Kirchheim-Heimstetten, Bundesrepublik Deutschland
Amtsgericht München HRB 117747, Steuernummer: 143/160/80244, USt-IdNr.: DE189569030, EORI - Nr.: DE4629264

www.mdf-group.com, e-mail: info@mdf-group.com, Telefon +49 (89) 92104770, Telefax +49 (89) 921047743
Geschäftsführer: Pawel Vishnevetski

Bankverbindung: Stadtsparkasse München, BLZ 701 500 00, Konto: 26264242, SWIFT:  SSKM DE MM, IBAN: DE 72701500000026264242
Donner & Reuschel AG, BLZ 700 303 00, Konto: 101014101, SWIFT CHDBDEHHXXX, IBAN DE12 2003 0300 0101 0141 01 
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